Cloudthink: a scalable secure platform for mirroring transportation systems in the cloud
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Abstract. We present a novel approach to developing a vehicle communication platform consisting of a low-cost, open-source hardware for moving vehicle data to a secure server, a Web Application Programming Interface (API) for the provision of third-party services, and an intuitive user dashboard for access control and service distribution. The CloudThink infrastructure promotes the commoditization of vehicle telematics data by facilitating easier, flexible, and more secure access. It enables drivers to confidently share their vehicle information across multiple applications to improve the transportation experience for all stakeholders, as well as to potentially monetize their data. The foundations for an application ecosystem have been developed which, taken together with the fair value for driving data and low barriers to entry, will drive adoption of CloudThink as the standard method for projecting physical vehicles into the cloud. The application space initially consists of a few fundamental and important applications (vehicle tethering and remote diagnostics, road-safety monitoring, and fuel economy analysis) but as CloudThink begins to gain widespread adoption, the multiplexing of applications on the same data structure and set will accelerate its adoption.
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Introduction

Physical objects are increasingly being networked and projected as virtualized objects into the ‘cloud’, an amorphous term that describes how data manipulation, platform development, and computing infrastructure construction may be provided as services. Cisco estimates that as of 2008 there were more networked objects than people on the planet, and predicts that in 2020 there will be 50 billion interconnected nodes (Evans 2011). Despite the proliferation of networked objects, a true ‘Internet of Things’ has not been realized due to the lack of effective standards and lack of a compelling business case for networking the world. While Internet Protocol standards have been developed, modified, and extended to accommodate the first few billion connections, these standards are written for virtual, rather than physical objects, and hence there exist many untapped opportunities to leverage big data to improve quality of life. This is also the case in the automotive domain. While many applications with networked vehicles already exist under the umbrella term ‘telematics’ (Gerardo, Lee 2009), they are often implemented as insular solutions, prohibiting synergies and economies of scale by restricting access and offering limited inflexible parameters to developers. For example, GM’s OnStar, the most widely adopted cloud telematics platform, was only opened to approved developers. There are currently only two applications available in the gallery, and the barriers to become a new entrant and access vehicle data are severe. Ford’s OpenXC platform is closer to a truly open method for moving vehicle data to the cloud, but is essentially limited to Ford’s vehicles for turnkey operation, and does not leverage existing vehicle to cloud connections such as Ford’s Sync. This platform does have the benefit that multiple hardware vendors offer connected devices. Finally, various start-up companies have begun to be active in the space, for example, Automatic offers a Bluetooth-link vehicle telematics system and Moj.io offers a GSM-based telematics platform, both with various developer interfaces and open Application Programming
CloudThink was engineered to maintain a careful balance of flexibility for new applications to request new data streams versus driver privacy and data security. Three key aspects of CloudThink differentiate it from existing telematics systems:

1. **Cost-effective, open-source hardware:** A new vehicle telematics hardware system has been developed, called the CARduino, which can efficiently and reliably transmit vehicle data in a ‘plug-and-forget’ way. The details of the hardware construction are open-sourced to allow third parties and researchers to build advanced functionality as required. Unlike existing systems, this open hardware has provisions for accessing broader vehicle data at the physical layer (Layer 2 CAN) which go well beyond what conventional on-board diagnostics platforms allow, and enables direct-to-cloud GPRS data streaming. Additionally, a smartphone-based software system has been developed to allow vehicle data to be pushed to the database using off-the-shelf OBD-Bluetooth adapters (Tahat et al. 2012). This software currently contains core functionality, including cloud-based data retrieval, a basic dashboard, charting and mapping, which can be adapted and extended for future developers’ purposes. This hardware accesses a limited data set as compared to the CARduino, but allows users to interact with the CloudThink platform without dedicated data plans.

2. **Open Application Programming Interface (API):** The interface that application builders can use to access the vehicle data will also be open source to allow for a deeper understanding and scalable co-development. Individual user data, however, will be encrypted and securely stored. By standardizing the type and format of data accessible through the cloud-based Web API, and by creating a mechanism for applications to request new data be collected at the vehicle level as well as processed data be available in the cloud, appli-
cation builders are relieved from having to consider various hardware variants.

3. Web-based, centralized user dashboard: CloudThink gives the user full control over his or her data, however some data sharing may be a prerequisite to amortize the hardware cost in some scenarios. Through an intuitive dashboard, users can select services, administer payments and subscriptions, overview their stored vehicle data, and grant access rights to applications that handle it via the CloudThink platform. Transparency of which applications access a user’s data is a major characteristic of the CloudThink ecosystem.

A low-cost modular data collection system called the CARduino was developed to efficiently and securely transmit vehicle data to the CloudThink Data Server so that virtual vehicles can be projected into the cloud for registered users, which will be described in more detail in the following section. This data collection system moves information first to the CloudThink Data Server, where it can be accessed and processed by authorized third parties through the CloudThink Gateway Server. The results can then be fed back to the user interface (laptop, smartphone etc.) constituting a third-party service. The advantage of this approach is that the data becomes multi-use between various services and the reliability of data collection increases substantially over systems where the data is passed directly to the user interface (via Bluetooth etc.), as user reliance and system complexity are minimized.

The system architecture shown in Fig. 1 has been created using REST Web APIs to maintain compatibility with widely deployed tools used by the Web community. Its main constituents are the CARduino (described above), the Data Server, which writes data that is uploaded from individual cars to a central database, and the Gateway Server, which provides access to the obtained data for third parties via a RESTful API (cf. Guinard et al. 2011).

1.1. Open Telematics Hardware

The open-source ‘CARduino’ interface shown in Fig. 2 is designed to be low-cost and highly flexible to accommodate the vehicle CAN data requirements of a very broad range of applications. The CARduino utilizes the standard OBD-II data found in all modern vehicle diagnostics systems and adds flash memory for data buffering and long-term storage, a GSM connection for near real-time communication, a high accuracy GPS receiver for accurate positioning data, and an accelerometer/gyroscope to provide anchoring data for motion-intensive studies. These data are transmitted through a GSM connection for quickly updating time-sensitive parameters. The on-board buffer is transmitted and cleared at the end of a trip to provide richer, higher frequency data in interstitial gaps left due to bandwidth constraints or poor network connectivity.

The CARduino is designed to be user-friendly, reliable, protective, secure, and low-cost to facilitate mass adoption. The hardware is user friendly, with no external buttons and only simple status indicator lights to indicate success or faults and is designed to be ‘plug-and-forget’. An on-board buffer ensures reliable reporting of data, providing a complete dataset despite cellular intermittency. A Power-On Self Test (POST) routine self-
diagnoses faults, while a secondary flash-memory boot loader provides a redundant upgrade path in the event of a failed remote update event. User data is protected through the use of SSL encryption, and the hardware itself is resistant to spoofing when the external sensor payload is used to provide situational data to be compared against a reference.

Part of the reason for the CARduino’s low-cost is a focus on value driven design, where each feature is designed-in only if it is deemed to be worth the price differential. Thus, while other solutions – such as OnStar or Coyote Systems – design hardware and software functionality for specific proprietary networks, or devote significant engineering resources towards supporting single applications, the CloudThink hardware focuses on transferring only the most critical data securely and reliably to facilitate a highly flexible and extensible software platform.

The CARduino’s core functionality is to serve as a vehicle-to-cloud interface, bringing engine and transmission data from the diagnostic port directly to the secure database described in the previous section. While diagnostic scan tools exist today using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, these networked devices embody a flaw inherent to their short-range communication. For mission-critical metrics, short-range devices present challenges as they rely on a rebroadcasting device. The CARduino avoids this pitfall by reporting directly to the CloudThink back-end using an integrated cellular chipset.

Using CloudThink CARduino hardware, the vehicle becomes a self-reporting sensor, requiring no user intervention after initial configuration. Further, the hardware is capable of reading non-OBD CAN messages from the vehicle as well as receiving actuation commands from the CloudThink server and transmitting the appropriate payload is used to provide situational data to be compared against a reference. User data is protected through the use of SSL encryption, and the hardware itself is resistant to spoofing when the external sensor payload is used to provide situational data to be compared against a reference.

Part of the reason for the CARduino’s low-cost is a focus on value driven design, where each feature is designed-in only if it is deemed to be worth the price differential. Thus, while other solutions – such as OnStar or Coyote Systems – design hardware and software functionality for specific proprietary networks, or devote significant engineering resources towards supporting single applications, the CloudThink hardware focuses on transferring only the most critical data securely and reliably to facilitate a highly flexible and extensible software platform.

The CARduino’s core functionality is to serve as a vehicle-to-cloud interface, bringing engine and transmission data from the diagnostic port directly to the secure database described in the previous section. While diagnostic scan tools exist today using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, these networked devices embody a flaw inherent to their short-range communication. For mission-critical metrics, short-range devices present challenges as they rely on a rebroadcasting device. The CARduino avoids this pitfall by reporting directly to the CloudThink back-end using an integrated cellular chipset.

Using CloudThink CARduino hardware, the vehicle becomes a self-reporting sensor, requiring no user intervention after initial configuration. Further, the hardware is capable of reading non-OBD CAN messages from the vehicle as well as receiving actuation commands from the CloudThink server and transmitting the appropriate command to specific nodes on the vehicle network. The CARduino is capable of reading non-OBD CAN messages from the vehicle as well as receiving actuation commands from the CloudThink server and transmitting the appropriate command to specific nodes on the vehicle network. The CARduino is capable of reading non-OBD CAN messages from the vehicle as well as receiving actuation commands from the CloudThink server and transmitting the appropriate command to specific nodes on the vehicle network.

By making the access to data transparent, it becomes easier to build applications and to focus on innovation rather than forcing developers to struggle with complicated standards and worrying about secure data transfer. CloudThink abstracts data acquisition to simplify capture and analytics, allowing developers to focus on their core competencies. It is worth emphasizing that no third-party server will be authorized to collect or transmit data using the CARduino, minimizing potential access points to sensitive data and safety-critical subsystems.

The CARduino was designed using the CAN standards specified in SAE (2010) Standard Collection HS3000 (J1962, J1978, J1979, J2284) and related ISO standards (ISO 15765-2:2011, ISO 15765-4:2011 and ISO 15031-5:2015), including 11- and 29-bit identifiers at 250 and 500 kbps (the CARduino does not support legacy diagnostic networks as the added value was deemed minimal). The hardware can access real-time and freeze frame PIDs, as well as diagnostic trouble codes at a rate of six unique samples per second using an ARM7 processor to do local data processing. These processors are among the most widely used ARM cores, keeping costs low and offering opportunities for incorporating additional peripherals without an architecture overhaul. In addition to accessing these vehicle data, the CARduino features a 48 channel GPS receiver and a three-axis accelerometer, as well as a microSD card for remote software upgrades and data buffering and storage. The CARduino plugs into a standard J1962 diagnostic port connector and is 24V tolerant, reverse polarity protected and fused to improve hardware robustness and support heavy duty vehicles with passive adapter cables.

As with the API, the CARduino embedded hardware and software source documents will be released to allow developers and end users to contribute to the code base. The CARduino’s software may be compiled using free tools, and uploaded to the hardware for non-commercial purposes using freeware.

The CARduino aims to create a means of providing universal access to vehicle data. This requires more than simplifying access to ‘conventional’ diagnostic data, such as OBD PID and DTCs, it rather brings into focus access to data that conventional scanners are unable to read such as manufacturer specific diagnostic and configuration data. The CARduino can also facilitate access to physical layer data on the CAN bus, and is easily extensible as manufacturers elect to share additional information about their proprietary networks with the CloudThink platform.

Beyond serving as a scan-tool with remote data transfer, the device incorporates several innovative features. Diagnostic scan tools and modern data loggers are not intended to be left in cars. These tools must be unplugged to avoid draining a car’s battery after use, whereas the CARduino intelligently determines when the driver is done using the vehicle and turns off key features to save power. The device similarly detects when the driver returns to the vehicle and resumes operation, lowering consumer interaction requirements and consequently barriers to entry.

The open hardware schematics and firmware are available from Internet: http://www.carknow.me.
1.2. Smartphone Open Data Channel

As a second channel for moving data from vehicles to the cloud using the CloudThink infrastructure, a smartphone data channel has been created. The smartphone-based software system supports the developer community in creating applications which make use of existing smartphone computing power to access, process, and serve vehicle data on-board and in the cloud. This section of the paper describes the smartphone application developed and open-sourced to allow users to read vehicle and smartphone sensor data, store and perform computations on the data locally, and communicate with the remote CloudThink Data Server for data upload and download. As an open-source project, it is designed to allow developers to modify basic functionality or create additional functionality easily.

The applications run on a smartphone paired with a compact ELM327 adapter that is mounted to the vehicle's on-board diagnostics data port. The adapter contains an ELM327 microcontroller, or a widely- and relatively cheaply-available clone thereof, ELM327 being the predominant command protocol for open access to the OBD data of a vehicle.

Currently, there is a facility for the use of a Bluetooth connection – one of the most common OBD port adapters on the market – which facilitates serial communication between the smartphone and the adapter, allowing the former to query the latter for data from the vehicle’s internal computer network, using a standard set of command codes.

However, other modes of communication can also be supported e.g. over Wi-Fi. Other protocols can also be used with appropriate customization of the communication module in the application source code, using specialized adapters, such as OpenXC or direct CAN access (Fig. 4).

When the respective listeners in the application receive data for the position/acceleration and OBD-II data from the smartphone sensors and an OBD dongle plugged into the vehicle, they update an internal data object in a running register and upload cycle, which, at the user-specified frequency, converts the data to the CloudThink upload format, and transmits it via a TCP connection to the CloudThink back end. The data upload cycle operates such that if it is collecting data when the user has not enabled upload, or has enabled upload by Wi-Fi only when the phone is not connected to a Wi-Fi provider, it will store the data on schedule, in memory for the short term, and in internal private storage files in the long term, until such time applicable connectivity is restored, or upload is enabled. The data is also backed up in periodically-rolled files that are stored on the phone's external storage. As per the CloudThink standard upload format, uploaded data parameters are individually time-stamped, independent of the timestamp of the upload itself.

The application’s user interface displays useful information to the user, including primary data such as velocity, Revolutions Per Minute (RPM), fuel level, coolant temperature, and secondary data like the running and average fuel consumption estimates, computed in real time using available engine data. Libraries for drawing charts and displaying maps have also been included in the application, permitting developers to adapt them to their needs while using the accumulated on-board data from the vehicle and/or the online data from the CloudThink API to present advanced functionality to users, not limited to long-term data analysis and even social applications.

1.3. Back End: Data Server and Gateway Server APIs

The following descriptions make exclusive reference to the CARduino data pathway for simplicity, although they could have as easily referred to the Bluetooth smartphone data channel described in the previous section. The CARduino transmits encrypted vehicle data to the Data Server via the cellular network, which stores it (again, encrypted) in an SQL-based database, that con-
tain a table for every car in the system. For the upload from the CARduino to the Data Server, we use a proprietary message format to minimize the volume of the transmitted data (and, thus, communication costs). A single message usually contains the recording timestamp of the CARduino, the type of the transmitted data (GPS/ACC for GPS/accelerometer readings, or the OBD PID of the data), the data itself, and a checksum. The Data Server unpacks and checks every message before storing its payload in the car’s database table. In a typical application scenario, the vehicle’s CAN bus can be sampled at 1 Hz for velocity, throttle, RPM, and mass airflow data. With accounting for various identification, timestamp, and integrity checking overheads, this represents roughly 12 bytes of data. If it is assumed that a vehicle travels for 2 hours per day, the US vehicle fleet would theoretically generate 8640 GB of data per day, and would require 9600 Mbps bandwidth. These figures certainly indicate that for widespread penetration of CloudThink open telematics systems both the ‘volume’ and ‘velocity’ criteria of big data cloud systems are met. Considering the large range of parameters available on the OBD-II bus, together with what is available at the deeper Layer 2 CAN bus, the ‘variety’ criteria is also satisfied. The CloudThink servers are provisioned to allow more resources for data streams from vehicles to be stored than to serve API queries. This is designed with the assumption that most applications will either query small volumes of real-time data, or large volumes of data in batches.

The Gateway Server arbitrates which data client applications, browsers, and third-party servers have access to, and provides a REST API that features encrypted connections (Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security, SSL/TLS) and HTTP-based authentication. Data can be retrieved in a variety of formats such as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Extensible Markup Language (XML), and can be navigated and visualized using the service’s HTML interface. To help application developers get started with their projects, CloudThink features a detailed API description together with example queries to its API endpoints. The API itself is straightforward to use for clients: Vehicles are differentiated using their VINs, which clients pass to the API as path parameters directly in the request URL. By making use of query parameters, clients can specify which kind of data they are interested in (e.g., ‘SpeedKmHr’ or ‘Latitude’) and can also define boundaries for time-windowing their query. Finally, we give clients the opportunity to define how missing data values should be handled – they can ask the server to either flag missing values, or directly return interpolated values. For example query such as: https://api.cloud-think.com accepts the parameters:

- param: The data fields to be fetched, comma-separated;
- start: Start date [yyyyMMddHHmmss];
- end: End date [yyyyMMddHHmmss];
- as media types such as text/html, application/json, application/xml.

Apart from providing access to the cars’ data itself, the Gateway Server also manages the bookkeeping of data accesses and registers every access to any bit of stored data. This is necessary to allow tracing of requests for billing purposes and also to accommodate the individual driver’s right to know who uses which of their data, and when they do so.

A design choice central to the CloudThink system is to offer maximum support to prospective application developers. For this reason, the Gateway Server also offers a public API where developers may try out their project ideas prior to registering, on a full set of sample data from multiple cars. To help developers get started on their projects, we also provide sample code for multiple platforms (e.g., Android) and in multiple programming languages (e.g., Java, Python, MATLAB). The biggest advantage for a developer when using the Gateway Server as a data broker, though, is that it provides an abstraction from the rather technical OBD data IDs to natural language. By means of this abstraction, developers can, thus, request data for ‘SpeedKmHr’ or ‘Latitude’. A series of database tables manage aliases for vehicular data types, such that new parameters may be added dynamically without interfering with the operation of the Gateway Server or existing applications. Interested developers can register to download technical documentation and open-source code repositories at the project web space.

The API can be accessed here, with sample data being available for testing: https://api.cloud-think.com/things/1?parameters=latitude,longitude&startTime=20150101&endTime=20150302. Sample user credentials for log-in are: ‘testApp1’ with the password ‘test’.

The CloudThink server architecture is deployed on nodes within an elastic computing cloud. The decision to utilize such infrastructure stemmed from the need for scalable infrastructure capable of keeping up with the demands of a large number of connected vehicles, simultaneous application queries, and an increasing volume of data collected. By deploying the CloudThink software on privately managed cloud servers, the appropriate computational power may be allocated dynamically via a third party’s management system, allowing server resources to be scaled so as to minimize cost while ensuring a minimum service level. Operation on virtualized machines simplifies software migration to a new physical instance, facilitates hardware replacement and upgrades with minimal downtime, and allows access to highly scalable resources for data storage, processing, and memory. As the platform scales and resources become constrained, it is possible to allocate server tasks increased power, eventually splitting the various tasks to separate servers or even splitting individual tasks across server clusters.

Designing the CloudThink software platform for scalable infrastructure is an architecture choice that requires that the software developed is easy to deploy and optimized to take advantage of a wide range of computational resources. This focused development effort ensures that the CloudThink server software will be able to scale up with computational resources to meet the demands of large numbers of applications and connected vehicles.
Data synchronization. In order to serve API queries with meaningful data, some synchronization methods must be applied to convert serial CAN data to consolidated distinct states of the vehicle. After persisting incoming raw data (see Fig. 5, box ‘Persisting’), the CloudThink data server assigns consistent timestamps to the data points in a data cleaning step; for each TCP connection, it attempts to find the earliest data point with a valid UTC timestamp from the GPS transceiver. If no such data point is found, the synchronization fails for all data transmitted within this connection. If multiple UTC time data points are detected for a connection, the server takes the one with the lowest hardware timestamp as an absolute time reference. For each data point in the transmission, it then uses the millisecond offset from that reference point to assign an absolute timestamp. The default assumption is made that data values recorded within less than one second of each other belong to the same vehicle state.

1.4. User Dashboard and Management Back End

The front end for drivers shown in Fig. 6 is being extended and refined to include an application store with the ability to add applications as widgets. Due to the standard Web interfaces used to expose car data, existing applications can easily be ported to the CloudThink platform and offered via the CloudThink store.

---

**Fig. 5.** Overview of the processing steps applied to incoming data packets by the CloudThink Data Server: cylinder is DB storage; square is a server; parallelogram is a process operation.

**Fig. 6.** Screenshot of the prototype CloudThink store for registration and application management.
The unique personal data exposure interface available to CloudThink users shown in Fig. 7 enables a rapid overview of which data may be exposed for various sample applications. Data security was identified as one of the primary concerns for users of location-based services (FCC 2012), and CloudThink uses extensive logging to additionally provide detailed descriptions of how much of each data type was used for various applications.

The task of coordinating permissions for various applications across a fleet of hardware devices running various versions of the firmware to accommodate the different needs of the end users and application builders is challenging. The CloudThink research group has prototyped a system at http://manage.cloud-think.com, where users can register, be issued hardware, and begin managing their applications. The important development in this management portal is the ability for system administrators to review and approve the applications submitted by 3rd party authors, and to monitor fair use of data. These aspects have been prototyped in the management back-end as well.

2. Illustrative Applications

The domains of applications enabled by the CloudThink platform cover almost all aspects of transportation energy, environmental, and policy tools, so only a partial list of potential tasks is presented. Many of these applications have already been commercialized by automobile manufacturers and others in insular ‘walled garden’ solutions without sharing across company boundaries. CloudThink reduces overhead for existing companies as well as aspiring application builders by allowing the driver to select which application he or she wishes to share data. To illustrate how CloudThink data can be used by third-party applications, three use cases are discussed in this section.

2.1. Remote Vehicle Actuation

Successful adoption relies on consumer demand, and as such, ease-of-use features help expand the platform install base. As an example application that drivers would find compelling as a reason to use the CloudThink platform is remote control lock/unlock actuation. Remote locking and unlocking is easily handled by secondary CAN interactions, where a user interacts with an end-use device sending a command and authentication data to the CloudThink server. When the device next uploads data, it receives a response message containing command information and performs the requested actuation, provided the authentication validates successfully. This ‘pull’ system makes spoofing commands more difficult than a ‘push’ implementation, as all commands must originate from the target server and be transmitted through the existing socketed connection. A disadvantage is latency, though in practice remote actuation has a short time constant on the order of three to five seconds. These features and more endear the CloudThink platform to consumer users, by providing improved vehicle comfort and convenience (Fig. 8). They are also utilized within a project by members of the CloudThink research team that aims at facilitating the interaction with vehicles using mobile interfaces and object-recognition technology (Mayer, Siegel 2015).

2.2. Vehicle State of Health Monitoring

Health monitoring is another use case uniquely enabled and enhanced by CloudThink vehicle data. With central data storage and historic information as a basis...
for analytics, this same mobile connected vehicle device platform may be used to view and process information for vehicle prognostics, such as monitoring oil performance degradation over time or identifying tire pressure changes prior to a severe loss of pressure taking place (Siegel et al. 2014). Vehicle sensors included as part of the On-Board Diagnostic specification may be used to indirectly measure operational parameters, while dedicated, manufacturer-proprietary sensors can provide targeted insights into particular subsystems. Relatedly, sensor data from the CloudThink enabled hardware or collected by a related mobile application allow high-frequency accelerometer analytics, including imbalance identification. Beyond monitoring the characteristics of a particular vehicle instantaneously and over time, parameters may be compared across vehicle makes and models, identifying large-scale problems that might be indicative of a systemic problem as opposed to a wear-based failure.

With this platform installed in vehicles, users may then leverage the data logging function of the hardware to share information with third parties. Insurers, for example, will be interested in using CloudThink data to assess driver behaviour and reconstruct incidents, while government may use related vehicle data to sense the vehicle environment and study infrastructure well beyond the individual vehicle instrumented.

2.3. Fleet Eco-Driving Use Case

The goal of this use case is to investigate whether developing simple cues which drivers of fleet vehicles can follow to adjust their speed up or down (within speed limits) could result in lower fuel consumption. Optimal gear selection in internal combustion engine vehicles is a well-studied problem (Kim et al. 2007), but what is less clearly understood is if drivers can speed up or down to augment the transmission's ability to put the engine in a higher efficiency mode of operation. Many factors affect a vehicle's fuel consumption. Theoretically, this depends on (1) the forces the vehicle has to overcome to provide motion rolling, aerodynamic, road grade resistance, and (2) vehicle efficiency, which can vary depending on driving conditions. In practice, for a given vehicle model, these factors can be categorized as follows:

- vehicle-related: its payload, use of air conditioning and other auxiliary loads, equipment that may influence its aerodynamics, e.g. roof racks, maintenance schedule, age;
- environment-related: ambient temperature, humidity and precipitation;
- fuel-related: fuel type used; and
- travel-related: road grade, drive cycle, which depends on chosen route, traffic conditions, and driver style.

Focusing on driving style, fuel consumption is known to be lowest during steady-speed driving at moderate speed, and it increases almost linearly with acceleration (Jones 1980). For transient driving, Berry (2010) has found that the impact of aggressive driving behavior on fuel consumption depends on the travelling speed bands. For low speed/neighborhood driving (<32 kph) and high speed/highway driving (>72 kph), the average velocity dominates the impact on fuel consumption. During moderate speed/city driving (32–72 kph), accelerations have greater effect on fuel consumption.

In order to provide effective speed signals to drivers, an understanding of the vehicles transmission gear ratio must be obtained. This is relatively easily accomplished, by comparing velocity of the vehicle to its engine's angular velocity measured in RPM and making an assumption about the tire radius. The number of clusters to fit is obtained from the CloudThink database for vehicle transmissions, derived by querying an API opened by the Edmunds Automotive Review as soon as a new VIN is detected. Fig. 9 shows the resulting identification for a test vehicle driven over 10000 km.

![Fig. 9. Identified gear ratios using k-means using the cityblock clustering distance agree well with true gear ratios](image)

The true gear ratios are $4.14/2.37/1.55/1.15/0.86/0.68$ and the identified ratios are $3.95/2.56/1.66/1.09/0.79/0.61$, a very respectable agreement.

Conclusions

The use cases presented leverage vehicle data to improve vehicle performance, reliability, efficiency, and user experience. CloudThink is an enabling platform that facilitates the collection and utilization of these data, and reduces development complexities ensuring these and other applications can be built and iterated upon quickly.

The use-cases have mostly varying data requirements, which illustrates nicely the importance of the principles of flexibility and security upon which the CloudThink platform is built.

The CloudThink platform has been designed and engineered to strike a balance between the flexibility to host many applications with the ability to securely and privately store user data. This careful navigation of the trade-off between security and flexibility is the primary differentiator between CloudThink and the myriad of competing telematics platforms available worldwide.
The goal of this work is to develop a system which will become a de-facto standard for projecting vehicle data into the cloud, and for enabling third-party applications to access data which drivers have authorized them to access, via an easy-to-use API.

CloudThink aims to be a fair, unbiased broker of vehicle data.
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